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HLRS wants to thank our family members who help with the sale and its
preparation and other friends who have been so helpful over the years.
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This Year’s Catalog on our 28th Anniversary
is Dedicated to:

The Allen & Karen Stieler Family
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Son Justin and Meredith of Kerrville have two children – Andrew and Kathryn. They
are really getting into the swing of the show ring and the working pens. We all appreciate
Justin’s marketing experience and service to our industry as a past president of the MCA,
manager of Ranchman’s Wool & Mohair and now as a mohair buyer for the Seale Firm in
the U.K.
We will continue to look forward to the Stieler Family’s leadership, friendship and hard
work.
Thanks !

The Stieler family has inspired all of us. They have been leaders, supporters and
volunteers of our Angora goat industry all of their lives with commercial and registered
goats, 4-H projects and school education. Then when we add to that list: the TSGRA
Women’s Auxiliary, Mohair Council of America, Texas Science Teachers Association,
cattle, sheep, management of the range land, sorting of mohair and marketing we easily
visualize the complete family business package. Four generations still on the land today!

RefeRence SiReS
A.B. Hobson & Sons Martysford Stud
76 (1991) - This buck was sired by K131, the twin to the Martyrsford buck that sold

for 110,000 Rand, a world record price. He combined the size, muscle, thickness, and
correctness of a superior meat goat with a typical soft South African mohair fleece.

Mr. & Mrs. Elmer Stieler taught their children how to ‘enjoy’ working. ‘Grandmother’
Irene still lives on the ranch at Goat Creek Road. Grandmother, also a quilt maker,
finished blankets for all of her grandchildren two years ago. Karen was a Kinsel from
Hunt.

422 (1991) - This buck was Mike Hobson’s selection for the partnership. His sire was an

Allen probably has attended as many HLRS, TAGRA and winter shows and sales as
anyone here today. He and Robin Giles coached the Comfort 4-H teams for many years.
Allen has continued to be very active in the MCA. A few years back, a shearing captain
commented “Mr. Stieler sure got my crew’s attention when he laid down the first nanny to
demonstrate exactly how he wanted his goats shorn and not to push too hard with their
knee.” In the 80’s at a TSGRA meeting he and Jess Lockhart were on the program to give
advice on adding value to one’s mohair clip by sorting. As many of you know, Allen has
bought and sold thousands of goats through the markets. Allen is a “real goat man”. Fred
Speck admires how Allen can rapidly and accurately evaluate goats and pick the best.
According to Fred, all Allen needs to judge a major goat show is a cutting chute in the
middle of the show ring!

04 (1993) - In 1994 Mike Hobson, Fred Speck, and Hayden Haby returned to South

Karen and Allen have really worked together as a team with the family and livestock.
In addition, Karen taught chemistry at TIVY. Linda Speck remembers picking up her
children at school. “What did you learn today?” The spontaneous reply “Chemical
reactions. Mrs. Stieler is great!” Doris Haby reminds us that Karen has done a tremendous
job in reaching out with the Women’s Auxiliary. Other high school science teachers
have mentioned that Mrs. Stieler and her team from the TSGRA were regularly at the
Conference for the Advancement of Science Teaching (CAST) explaining the attributes of
wool and mohair and why ranching is vital for our nation.
The Stieler’s have three children, whom we all know, and several grand children that
we have seen at the stock shows.
Daughter Pamela and Brian Nentwich of Comfort have two daughters – Jackie and
Sabrina. We all remember how great their showmanship skills and 4-H judging were.
And their willingness to help others on how to handle their goats. Sabrina recently
received one of the prestigious Terry Foundation Scholarships at TAMU. Pamela
frequently helps with the TSGRA’s booths.
Daughter Carrie and Casey Carter of Denton have three sons – Will, Grant and Creed.
Creed is enjoying showing the Angoras. Talk about marketing from the ranch to the
consumer. Carrie’s resume includes Neiman Marcus, the Dallas Market Center and now
the Program Director of the Golden Triangle Mall in Denton.
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outstanding producer for the Hobsons. Phenotypically this buck was well balanced but
not flashy. However, he was a “blue blood” stud, he consistently produced quality kids,
both straight South African and “cross”.
Africa and selected this buck for the second importation. His conformation was near
perfect. His offspring have fine fleeces.
80 (1993) - This buck was also selected by Hobson, Speck, and Haby for the second
importation. His sire was a Thorn Park buck purchased at the dispersal sale by A.B.
Hobson and Brett Wienand. Haby really liked this big, tall, long bodied buck.

HABY, LOcKHART, ROSS, SPecK
HLRS 60 (1995) - Out of 80 and a “Lockdale” doe imported from South Africa, this
buck combined a long stapled fleece with a very correct body conformation. The yearling
does on Laura Speck’s 1999 show circuit were both out of this buck. His two sons at the
Sonora Test had the longest staple length in 1999.
HLRS-2- 606 (2002) - This buck had an excellent body conformation with a thick spring

of ribs, level rump, and he walked wide. He also carried a uniform ,ringlet, yearling
fleece. He was out of HLRS 153 (an 04 son) and a Thorn Park stud doe #81.

cURRenT LiVinG SiReS
HLRS-7-821 - This buck is sired by HLRS -3-644 ( grandson of HLRS 60). He has

excellent body conformation and a uniform fleece.
HLRS-9-002 - This is an embryo buck from goats we purchased at the Mike Hobson

dispersal sale in South Africa. He is a big , robust buck with a soft, uniform fleece. He did
well on the show string for Tyler. He has produced our best show does.
HLRS-9-022 - Another embryo buck, he is a half brother to HLRS-9-002. He has the

thickest, most correct body of our goats.
HLRS-9-870 - This fine, showy buck is a HLRS 606 grandson.
Continued on Next Page
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HLRS-0-045 - This embryo buck is from our second “Australian “ shipment of Hobson

fLS0-2350 (2000) - This was a fine-haired, showy buck, 100% Texan, and was a full

goats. He is a big, long bodied buck with a fine fleece.

brother to FLS8-1810. He produced good kids.

HLRS-0-058 - This embryo buck is from the latest import. His sire is from the AB “Blake

fLS0-2407 (2000) - Hayden Haby, Jesse Lockhart, and Joe David Ross purchased this

“Hobson Martysford Stud and the dam is from the Mike Hobson Careysbrook Stud. He is
a big, robust, open faced buck with a fine, ringlet fleece. He has bred great kids.

buck at the 2001 HLRS sale. Hayden loaned him to me for two breeding seasons. His
offspring have very fine uniform fleeces and an open face. He was a son of FLS 1337 (out
of 607...404) The buck maintained a ringlet, superkid fleece.

HLRS-0-081 - A full brother to HLRS-0-045, he also breeds well.
HLRS-0-925 - This buck is fancy with a fine , uniform fleece and a thick body. He was on

the show string. His grandfather was HLRS-2-606.
HLRS-987 - This buck is out of HLRS-7-821. He has a ringlet, uniform fleece.

fLS2-3136 (2002) - This showy buck combines a beautiful fleece with an excellent body

conformation. He was a son of FLS0-2593 (son of 1810). He was 100% Texan.
fLS2-3206 (2002) - This son of FLS8-1810 was 100% Texan and had a very fine fleece.
fLS2-3214 (2002) - This showy buck had a wide spring of rib and a beautiful ringlet

Haby Ranch Sires:
fLS2-6571 - Sired by FLS6 4552 He is a “big, showy buck that has a very soft kid fleece

with excellent luster. His mother is a stud doe, she has produced 13 keeper does and
FLS9-5456. 100% Texan
fLS2 6675 - Sired by FLS8 5139 He is a “Big, upstanding showy buck, has a big mohair

tail, and great body conformation. He has a level top, thick spring of ribs, long body
and long stapled, dense, uniform fleece. His mother is a big fine doe out of FLS3-3505.”
84.375% Texan
fLS2 6794 - Sired by FLS8 5456, this buck has a thick spring of ribs and a deep body.

fleece He was 75% Texan out of FLS0-2593.
fLS3 3505 (2003) - This son of FLS1-2898 (out of 2224) produced great kids. He was

big, robust, open faced, and had a ringlet kid fleece. We kept several bucks he sired over
four years.
fLS4-3866 (2004) - This son of FLS0-2350 had a dense, very long stapled, uniform kid

fleece.
fLS5-4007 - This buck produces beautiful fleeces. He is out of 2671, a 404 son that had

a great body. This buck is 75% Texan.
fLS5-4184 - A son of FLS3-3505, this is a thick bodied, showy buck.

He carries a dense, fine uniform fleece. His mother produced FLS-5395. He is a grandson
of FLS3-3505. 87.5% Texan

fLS5-4327 (2005) - I loved the fine, ringlet, dense fleece on this showy buck. He was out

fLS3-7001 - Sired by FLS8 5139, this big, upstanding buck has a thick spring of ribs. He

fLS6-4503 (2006) - This was one of our favorite bucks. He was out of FLS3-3505. He

is very fancy with a long stapled, kid fleece. His mother is a big fine doe out of
FLS3-3505.” 84.375% Texan

was open faced, large, thick and had a fine, uniform, ringlet fleece.

Speck Ranch Sires:

of FLS9-2224.

fLS6-4552 (2006) - This was a big, robust, fine fleeced buck. He was 100% Texan. His

sire was 3136 and dam was out of 2224.

H-584 “Superfine” - This legendary Haby stud, along with H-787 “Son of Champ”,

fLS6-4562 (2006) - This 50% Texas buck was out of HLRS-2-606. He was long bodied,

provided the foundation of our herd. Both bloodlines produced champions for Speck
Angoras at all major shows in 1990 through 1999.

thick, large, upstanding and had a ringlet fine fleece.

fLS2-404 (1992) - This buck bred true and produced super kids. He had excellent

conformation with a wide spring of ribs, wide hindquarters, straight back legs, and strong
typical horns. He carried a fine, ringlet yearling grade fleece and was uniform from neck
to britch. His sire is 4P-210, grand sire is FLS8-43, and great-grand sire is H-787.
fLS1-249 (1991) - This was one of the finest fleeced, most uniform bucks we had. His

sire is FLS9-68 and his dam, FLS9-76, is a daughter of “Superfine”. In 1994 he was the
first place Aged Buck at the Kerrville, San Antonio, and Houston Jr. Stock Shows.
fLS6-1382 (1996) - When Hayden Haby & Jesse Lockhart saw this buck as a yearling,

they called him the “perfect buck”. He had correct horns, thick body, and a fine ringlet
long stapled fleece with kid hair. He was a son of 404 and produced many excellent kids.
fLS8-1810 (1998) - A son of 1382, this buck always carried a fine ringlet kid fleece

and produced many excellent kids. He was one of our top producers. His mother was
out of 249 and was on the show circuit. She won the Grand Champion Goat of Show in
Kerrville in 1997.
fLS9-2224 (1999) - A son of FLS6-1382, this was a showy, big, extremely fine fleeced

uniform ringlet haired buck.

cURRenT LiVinG SiReS
TS5-457 “DeMOn” - This buck was raised by Ted Smith and purchased by Jackie

Nentwich. He was Grand Champion Buck at several major shows and overall Grand
Champion Goat of Show at the Kerrville Dictrict Show. He is a long bodied, up headed,
large buck with a uniform ringlet fleece. He is out of FLS4-3511 (404 bloodline) and a
Smith doe he considers the best he ever raised. His full brother is Ted’s stud buck, “Moe”.
fLS7-4846 - This 100% Texan buck has a gorgeous ringlet long staple fleece with 1+

grease. His sire was 2407 and his mother was stud doe 668. (1810, 2350, 2844) He has
done well on Tyler’s show string.
fLS8-5139 - This fancy buck has produced well for us. In 2012 he won Champion Buck

as an aged buck at the Kerrville District Show (largest Angora goat show in U.S.). He
still carries a ringlet, uniform superkid fleece. He is out of FLS4-3866 and has a thick
structurally correct body. He is 81% Texan.
fLS9-5395 - This buck is out of FLS3-3505. He is 81% Texan, has a ringlet fleece and

thick body.
Continued on Next Page
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fLS9-5406 - This son of FLS3-3505 has an excellent body conformation and a fine

ringlet, kid fleece. He is 75% Texan
fLS9-5419 - His sire is FLS4-3724. He also has a ringlet kid fleece and correct body. He

is 81% Texan.
fLS9-5613 - Another great bodied, fine fleeced buck out of FLS3-3505.
fLS9-5632 - This 100 % Texan buck is out of FLS2-3136. He carries a ringlet fleece with

extra staple length and 1+ grease.
fLS9-5678 - This 87.5% Texan buck is an 1810 great grandson. Haby really liked this

buck’s father, a robust, wild-eyed, crazy, fence jumping buck.
fLS0-5814 - This 100% Texan buck is out of FLS7-4846. He has a thick spring of ribs

and a uniform ringlet fleece.
fLS0-5890 - Out of FLS2-3214, he is 81% Texan. He is robust with a ringlet kid fleece.
fLS0-6118 - This 81% Texan is out of FLS8-5139. He is fancy with a wide body and a

super fleece.
fLS1-6211 - This is a 100% Texan out of FLS6-4552. He is upstanding with a ringlet kid

fleece and wide body.
fLS1-6366 - An 81% Texan. His sire is is FLS4-4007 (a superfine grandson of 404). He

29th Anniversary!
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fOR fURTHeR infORMATiOn ABOUT THe RefeRence SiReS OR
AnY Of THe GOATS OffeReD in THiS SALe, PLeASe cOnTAcT:
Dennette “Haby”Coates
Ben Lockhart
Joe David Ross
Fred L. Speck Jr.
(830) 563-2303
(830) 234-3592 (915) 387-3163
(830) 895-1234
(830) 459-0549
BReeDeR’S GUARAnTee - Should any goat be proven to be a non-breeder its first
breeding season, please notify the particular breeder. Common sense and fairness by both
the seller and buyer should prevail. If the animal has not been neglected, fed excessively,
exposed to a disease after the sale, loaned out or sold to another party, etc., the animal
may be returned for replacement after agreement by the seller. No guarantee can be made
as to how the goat will cross with your goats. The goats should be allowed adequate time
to adapt to their new location after transportation.
TeRMS are cash or check. Should any dispute arise from the taking of bids, the
auctioneer’s decision will be final.
HeALTH ceRTificATeS - Any potential buyer should check in advance with his state’s

veterinary health requirements and be prepared to make necessary arrangements.

has an open face, a uniform, very fine, ringlet fleece and a wide body.
fLS1-6431 - This was the high selling buck in the 2012 HLRS sale ($3050). Diane Coon

Shearing Dates

used him on her small herd two years and then I purchased him. He has the finest fleece
of any buck we produced; tiny pencil ringlets. He is out of FLS9-5395 and is 84% Texan.

Haby – February 5

fLS2-6634 - This is an impressive, very fine buck with a great body. His sire is

Speck – bucks: January 2-3, does: January 4-5 unless otherwise noted

FLS7-4846. He is 94% Texan and was Grand Champion Buck at San Antonio in 2014.
fLS2-6686 - A son of FLS9-5374, he is 86% Texan. He is a large, wide bodied buck with

a ringlet fleece.
fLS2-6689 - This 84% Texan buck is a son of FLS9-5456. He is robust, open faced, and

has a fine, ringlet fleece.
fLS2-6780 - Out of FLS9-5374, he is 86% Texan. He has a great body conformation and

a fine fleece.
fLS2-6823 - This showy buck has a ringlet, super kid fleece and a thick, correct body.

VAccinATiOnS - All Speck goats were vaccinated at 6 months of age for CL and given
a booster this summer. As with any vaccine, this will not totally eliminate the disease but
will significantly reduce the incidence. At four months of age they were vaccinated with
Sore mouth and CDT.
even though we breeders have similar standards and breeding programs, the animals

have been raised in different environments, management and kidding dates. Please make
notes of these differences and make visual comparisons of individual animals from within
that specific herd.

His sire is FLS8-5235 (A HLRS 606 grandson). He is 75% Texan.
JBR-1351- Joe David let us use this robust, upstanding buck. He is open faced. His sire

is FLS1-6261 and his dam is a top Ross doe. He is 65.6% Texan. Two of the best yearling
show does we kept this year are sired by him.
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YEARLING DOES
Lot#

GOAT ID

SEX

SIRE

DAM

SELLER

YEARLING DOES
BREED

PRICE

Lot#

GOAT ID

SEX

SIRE

DAM

SELLER

BREED

PRICE
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1

FLS5 7764 Doe FLS0 5890
FLS0 5784 Speck 84.375% TX _______
This medium sized doe has a thick spring of ribs and offers an extra long staple length to
her ringlet fleece. She is showy with her mohair tail. Her mother is out of FLS3-3505.

FLS5 7588 Doe FLS9 5395
FLS2 6705 Speck 82.42% TX ________
This showy doe carries extra staple length of her ringlet kid fleece. Her mother has a
ringlet kid fleece.

2
FLS5 7580 Doe FLS2 6823
FLS8 5101 Speck 78.125% TX _______
This showy doe has a beautiful fleece with tiny ringlets that show style and character on
a superkid fleece. We kept her twin sister this year.

10 FLS5 7698 Doe FLS8 5139
FLS1 6389 Speck 78.125% TX _______
This doe has a thick spring of ribs and a dense long stapled fleece. She will shear lots of
hair.

3

11 FLS5 7550

FLS5 7577 Doe FLS2 6689
FLS9 5734 Speck 89.0625% TX _______
This doe has a very soft ringlet kid fleece. She is upstanding and showy. Her mother’s sire
is FLS6-4412. He is a 100% Texas buck out of FLS0-2350.

Doe FLS9 5678
FLS2 6550 Speck 86.71875% TX ______
This doe has a beautiful superkid ringlet fleece. Her mother is out of FLS9-5374.

4

12 FLS5 7751 Doe FLS9 5395
FLS2 6661 Speck 84.375% TX _______
This doe has a fine dense ringlet fleece that shows lots of style and character. She is
showy with her mohair tail. Her mother is a big thick ribbed doe out of FLS7-4846.

5

13 FLS5 7560 Doe FLS2 6689
FLS0 5911 Speck 84.375% TX _______
This showy doe has a long stapled uniform ringlet fleece. Her mother is out of FLS8-5139
and last year we kept her two full sisters.

6

14 FLS5 7614 Doe
JBR 1351
FLS8 5280 Speck 79.6875% TX _______
This is a big long bodied doe with a thick spring of ribs. Her dense long stapled fleece
will shear lots of pounds. Her sister is Lot #24.

7

15 FLS5 7778 Doe FLS2 6634
FLS1 6433 Speck 89.0625% TX _______
This doe has a dense soft uniform fleece and is showy. Her sister is Lot #4. We kept her
full sister last year.

FLS5 7779 Doe FLS2 6634
FLS1 6433 Speck 89.0625% TX _______
This big long bodied doe has a very soft ringlet kid fleece. Her sister is Lot #15. We kept
her full sister last year.
FLS5 7783 Doe FLS9 5395
FLS2 6802 Speck 83.59375% TX ______
This medium sized doe has a thick spring of ribs. She is showy with a soft ringlet kid
fleece. Her mother is out of FLS9-5374.
FLS5 7807 Doe FLS0 6118
FLS6 4479 Speck 82.8125% TX _______
This showy doe has extra staple length of her uniform ringlet fleece. Her mother is a stud
doe with a ringlet kid fleece.
FLS5 7716 Doe FLS2 6689
FLS0 5783 Speck 89.0625% TX _______
This showy doe has super fine uniform ringlet fleece. We kept her brother this year for a
stud buck. He was on Shelby’s show string. Her mother is out of FLS7-4846. We kept both
of her full sisters last year.
8

FLS5 7810 Doe FLS1 6211
FLS7 4723 Speck 90.625% TX _______
This showy doe has a uniform ringlet fleece with extra staple length. Her mother is 2224
bloodline and produced two keeper does for us.

2016 HLRS ANGORA GOAT PRODUCTION SALE

16 FLS5 7773 Doe FLS0 5890
FLS2 6666 Speck 84.375% TX _______
This showy doe has an extremely dense fleece and will shear lots of hair. Her mother is a
devilish good doe.
17 FLS5 7814 Doe FLS0 5814
FLS1 6300 Speck 90.625% TX _______
This showy well covered doe has extra staple length of her ringlet fleece with 1+ grease.
She will shear lots of hair. Her sister is Lot #34. We kept last year’s sister.
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18 FLS5 7639

Doe FLS0 5890
FLS1 6333 Speck
81.25 __________
This is an upstanding showy doe with a thick spring of ribs. She has a soft uniform ringlet
kid fleece. We kept her full sister this year.

Doe FLS1 6431
FLS1 6399 Speck 76.5625% TX _______
This doe has a fine uniform ringlet kid fleece. Her sire is the finest fleeced buck we have
every raised.

19 FLS5 7705 Doe FLS2 6634
FLS2 6785 Speck 70.3125% TX _______
This medium sized doe has a thick spring of ribs. She has a soft ringlet uniform kid fleece.
Her mother is a big show doe with a ringlet kid fleece.

28 FLS5 7811 Doe FLS9 5632
FLS0 5997
This doe has a uniform long stapled ringlet kid fleece.

20 FLS5 7695

Doe FLS1 6366
FLS2 6716 Speck 79.6875% TX _______
This doe has a fine soft ringlet long stapled fleece. Her mother is out of FLS8-5139.

27 FLS5 7727

Speck

93.75% TX ________

29 FLS5 7796 Doe FLS1 6211
FLS9 5526 Speck 96.875% TX _______
This doe has uniform long stapled ringlet fleece. We kept her twin sister.
30 FLS5 7636

21 FLS5 7586 Doe FLS0 5890
FLS0 5821 Speck 78.125% TX _______
This doe has a thick spring of ribs. She has extra staple length with 1+ grease. She will
shear lots of hair. Her brother is Lot #44.
22 FLS5 7663

Doe
JBR 1351
FLS9 5606 Speck 73.4375% TX _______
This big long bodied doe has a thick spring of ribs. She is covered with a uniform long
stapled soft fleece. We kept her brother this year as a stud buck. We consider her mother
to be a stud doe. She produced three stud bucks by three separate sires.
23 FLS5 7824 Doe FLS9 5419
FLS1 6482 Speck 71.875% TX _______
This doe carries extra staple length of her uniform ringlet kid fleece. Her mother has a
super fine ringlet fleece.

Doe FLS9 5678
FLS2 6829 Speck 89.84375% TX ______
This doe shows long staple length of her dense uniform fleece. Her mother is
granddaughter of FLS3-3505.
31 FLS5 7605 Doe FLS0 5890
FLS2 6627 Speck
75% TX _________
This medium sized showy doe has a dense fleece with extra staple length. Her mother
has a beautiful ringlet kid fleece. Her brother is Lot #62.
32 FLS5 7559

Doe FLS9 5678
FLS8 5152 Speck 87.5% TX ________
This doe has a beautiful soft ringlet superkid fleece. Her mother has a ringlet superkid
fleece and is on Tyler’s show string.
33 FLS5 7677 Doe FLS9 5678
FLS1 6360 Speck 89.0625% TX _______
This doe has a soft long stapled ringlet kid fleece. Her mother is out of FLS7-4846.

24 FLS5 7613

Doe
JBR 1351
FLS8 5280 Speck 79.6875% TX _______
This doe has nice style and character to her ringlet fleece with 1+ grease. She is showy.
Her sister is Lot #14. Her mother has produced two keeper does for us.
25 FLS5 7590 Doe FLS7 4846
FLS6 4525 Speck 93.75% TX ________
This doe has uniform long stapled ringlet fleece. Her mother is a stud doe that has
produced five keeper does for us. Her brother is Lot #84.
26 FLS5 7618

Doe FLS9 5678
FLS7 4763 Speck 87.5% TX ________
This doe has a uniform long stapled ringlet fleece. Her mother is out of FLS3-3505. In the
past three years we kept her full sisters.
2016 HLRS ANGORA GOAT PRODUCTION SALE

34 FLS5 7815 Doe FLS0 5814
FLS1 6300 Speck 90.625% TX _______
This smaller showy doe has extra staple length to her dense uniform kid fleece. Her sister
is Lot #17.
35 FLS5 7532

Doe FLS7 4846
FLS6 4421 Speck 87.5% TX ________
This doe will shear lots of hair. Her dense ringlet fleece has extra staple length with 1+
grease. Her mother is out of FLS3-3505 and over the past few years we have kept four of
her full sisters.
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36 FLS5 7658

Doe FLS9 5613
FLS6 4617 Speck 85.9375% TX _______
This doe carries extra staple length of her soft ringlet fleece. She will shear lots of hair.
Her mother has produced four keeper does for us.
37 FLS5 7822 Doe FLS9 5419
FLS7 4917 Speck 84.375% TX _______
This big doe has a thick spring ribs. Her long stapled uniform fleece will shear lots of hair.
Her mother is out of FLS9-2224 and has produced one keeper stud and two keeper does
for us.
38 FLS5 7644 Doe FLS0 5890
FLS0 5771 Speck 81.25% TX ________
This is a thicker showy doe. She carries a dense soft fleece . Her mother has a very wide
spring of ribs.
39 FLS5 7547

Doe FLS2 6634
FLS1 6514 Speck 86.71875% TX ______
This doe is showy with a uniform soft ringlet kid fleece. Her mother is a grand daughter
of FLS3-3505.

Lot#

GOAT ID

SEX

SIRE

DAM

SELLER

BREED

PRICE

41 FLS5 7516

Buck FLS7 4846
FLS6 4477 Speck 93.75% TX ________
This buck has a super fine ringlet soft uniform fleece. We consider him stud potential. We
kept his twin sister who was a top doe on Shelby’s show string. His mother, one of our
top stud does, produced four 1+ keeper does, two stud bucks, including FLS2-6634 who
was Champion buck at San Antonio. All of these top goats are full brothers and sisters.
42 FLS5 7737 Buck FLS2 6823
FLS0 5795 Speck 84.375% TX _______
This is a big, open faced upstanding buck with a thick spring of ribs. He has a very soft
dense ringlet kid fleece. You may find the fleece hard to open. Burr clover loves the finer
fleeces. His mother is out of FLS7-4846 and we are keeping his sister.
43 FLS5 7606 Buck FLS0 5890
FLS9 5528 Speck 84.375% TX _______
We nearly kept this buck for his stud potential. We kept his sister this year. He is big,
dense, fine, and uniform. He has a thick spring of ribs. His mother is a thick bodied doe
with a ringlet kid fleece.
44 FLS5 7585

40 FLS5 7646 Doe
JBR 1351
FLS1 6490 Speck 76.5625% TX _______
This medium sized doe has a thick spring of ribs. She has a gorgeous extra long stapled
ringlet soft kid fleece.

Buck FLS0 5890
FLS0 5821 Speck 78.125% TX _______
This is a big stout open faced buck. He has a soft uniform ringlet kid fleece. His mother is
out of FLS3-3505. His sister is Lot #21.
45 HABY 607
Buck FLS3 7001 Haby 334
Haby
92.2% TX ________
Large open-faced buck with a wide body. He has a long fine uniform fleece. This bucks
dam is sired by N1357 and his dam’s dam is by FLS 2407. N 1357 was raised by the
Naumann family and was the 2nd high indexing goat at the Sonora Experiment Station.
He weighted over 200 pounds at the end of the test. This buck was shorn 2/5/16 and has
been on feed for 30 days.
46 FLS5 7630 Buck FLS9 5613
FLS8 5364 Speck 89.0625% TX _______
We consider this medium sized buck to have stud potential. Kelby Kneese and Dennette
Coates put him in my keeper sort and Sarah wanted to keep him. He is showy and we
love his uniform ringlet fleece with its excellent style and character. His mother is out of
FLS2-3136. We kept his twin sister this year.
47 FLS5 7668 Buck FLS9 5678
FLS5 4102 Speck 87.5% TX ________
This open faced big buck has dense ringlet fleece with 1+ grease. His mother is out of
FLS3-3505 and has produced a stud buck for us.
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48 HLRS 5-280 Buck

HLRS 0-045 HLRS 1015 HLRS
100% SA ________
This showy buck has a soft ringlet uniform long staple fleece. We like the African
genetics, freedom of kemp and long staple length they add to our Texas goats.
49 FLS5 7616 Buck FLS2 6823
FLS1 6474 Speck 78.125% TX _______
This showy buck combines a thick spring of ribs with a fine uniform ringlet kid fleece. He
shows stud potential. We kept his twin sister.
50 FLS5 7545

Buck HLRS 9-002 FLS8 5059 Speck
50% TX _________
This big buck has an open face and a thick spring of ribs. He has a soft long stapled
ringlet kid fleece. His mother is out of FLS0-2350.
51 HABY 661
Buck FLS2 6571 Haby 18
Haby
100% TX ________
Robust goat with a wide spring of ribs and open face. He has a long-stapled, soft, fine,
fleece. His Dam is out of an old Haby nanny and her sire is out of a Speck show goat,
number 4745 that was sired by FLS3 3505. This buck was shorn 2/5/16. He has been on
full feed for 30 days.
52 FLS5 7582

Buck FLS8 5139
FLS7 4749 Speck 84.375% TX _______
We love the fleece on this dense ringlet buck. We kept his brother as a stud buck and
almost kept him. We consider him stud potential. His mother is out of FLS3-3505. We
also kept one full brother from 2010 as a stud.
53 FLS5 7596 Buck FLS2 6634
FLS9 5457 Speck 90.625% TX _______
This open faced buck has a dense, long stapled soft ringlet fleece. His mother is out of
FLS3-3505 and produced a stud buck for us. His brother is Lot #83.
54 HLRS 5-339 Buck HLRS 0-925 HLRS Feb-75 HLRS
100% SA ________
This showy buck has a long body and a uniform soft long stapled ringlet fleece.
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56 FLS5 7720

Buck FLS1 6431
FLS9 5391 Speck 85.9375% TX _______
This is a medium sized buck with a thick spring of ribs and a dense long stapled ringlet
fleece. His eye channel is open. His mother is out of FLS0-2407 and we are keeping his
twin sister.
57 HABY 643

Buck FLS2 6794 Haby 861
Haby 93.75% TX ________
Upstanding, strong, open-faced buck. He has a uniform dense fleece and carries some
grease. His sire is a grandson of FLS3- 3505. This buck was shorn 2/5/16, he has been on
feed for 30 days.
58 FLS5 7649

Buck FLS8 5139
FLS2 6624 Speck 81.25% TX ________
This showy buck has a thick spring of ribs. He is covered with a uniform dense kid fleece.
His mother is out of FLS9-5678.
59 FLS5 7739 Buck FLS9 5678
FLS8 5096 Speck 81.25% TX ________
This showy buck has open eye channel and a thick spring of ribs. He has a soft ringlet kid
fleece. He was on our show string and sheared later. His mother is out of FLS3-3505.
60 HLRS 5-273 Buck

HLRS 9-002 HLRS 3-141 HLRS
100% SA ________
This open faced buck has a long body and a dense soft long stapled fleece.
61 FLS5 7568

Buck FLS7 4846
FLS2 6697 Speck
100% TX ________
This showy buck is 100% Texas. He has a dense uniform long stapled fleece. He has stud
potential. His mother is a wide bodied doe with a ringlet kid fleece.
62 FLS5 7604 Buck FLS0 5890
FLS2 6627 Speck
75% TX _________
This big open faced buck has a thick spring of ribs. He has a long stapled dense fleece.
His mother has a ringlet superkid fleece and his sister is Lot #31.
63 HABY 623

55 FLS5 7651 Buck FLS8 5139
FLS8 5077 Speck 84.375% TX _______
This is a big upstanding open faced buck . He is showy with his mohair tail and has a
dense, uniform, long stapled fleece. He will work for either a registered or commercial
breeder. We kept his twin sister. Hayden Haby purchased his full brother as a stud in the
2013 HLRS sale and we kept his full brother last year as a stud.

BREED

Buck FLS3 7001
FLS2 6717 Haby
82.8% TX ________
This fancy goat has a beautiful fleece and big mohair tail. His soft, fine, fleece is very
uniform. This buck was shorn 2/5/16, he has been on feed for 30 days.
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64 FLS5 7687

Buck FLS1 6366
FLS2 6676 Speck 82.03125% TX ______
This showy buck was sheared late. He was on our show string. He shows an open eye
channel. He has a dense uniform soft ringlet fleece. His mother is on our show string and
has a ringlet, superkid fleece.
65 FLS5 7584

Buck FLS9 5395
FLS2 6684 Speck 84.375% TX _______
This buck has an open face. He has beautiful long stapled ringlet fleece with 1+ grease.
His mother is out of FLS9-5678.
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72 HLRS 5-276 Buck

HLRS 9-022 HLRS 0-960 HLRS
100% SA ________
This robust buck with thick spring of ribs has an open eye channel. He has a very dense
soft ringlet fleece.
73 FLS5 7809 Buck FLS9 5632
FLS9 5486 Speck 96.875% TX _______
This April born buck has room for growth. He carries a beautiful long stapled ringlet kid
fleece. His mother is out of FLS7-4846.
74 FLS5 7573

66 HLRS 5-340 Buck HLRS 0-925 HLRS Feb-96 HLRS
100% SA ________
This big, open faced buck has a thick spring of ribs and a long body. He has a very soft
dense, ringlet fleece.

Buck FLS0 5890
FLS0 5989 Speck 79.6875% TX _______
This buck has an open eye channel. He has a dense soft ringlet fleece. He was on the
show string and sheared later. His mother is out of FLS3-3505. She produced a stud buck
for us.

67 FLS5 7747

Buck FLS0 5890
FLS9 5538 Speck 87.5% TX ________
This is a big, long bodied showy buck with a thick spring of ribs. His uniform dense fleece
has 1+ grease. He will be one of our more heavy shearing goats. We are keeping his twin
sister this year.

75 FLS5 7565

Buck FLS9 5678
FLS6 4504 Speck 87.5% TX ________
This is a big upstanding open faced buck. He has a uniform ringlet fleece that carries 1+
grease. His mother is out of FLS3-3505 and has produced two keeper stud bucks and two
keeper does for us.

68 FLS5 7628

Buck FLS8 5139
FLS8 5041 Speck 78.125% TX _______
This big long bodied buck has an open face and a fine ringlet kid fleece. His mother is out
of FLS3-3505. She has produced three keeper does for us. His brother is Lot #95.

76 FLS5 7557

Buck FLS9 5613
FLS6 4363 Speck 82.8125% TX _______
This buck has open eye channel and a thick spring of ribs. He has a dense kid ringlet
fleece. His mother is out of FLS4-3724

69 HABY 627
Buck FLS2 6675 Haby 174
Haby
92.2% TX ________
This is an upstanding, open-faced buck with a strong correct body. A heavy shearing goat,
he has a dense fleece with a lot of luster. This buck was shorn 2/5/16, he has been on
feed for 30 days.

77 HLRS 5-297 Buck HLRS 9-002 HLRS 9-882 HLRS
100% SA ________
This buck is open faced with a thick spring of ribs and a long body. He has a dense soft
ringlet fleece.
78 FLS5 7756

70 FLS5 7754 Buck FLS1 6431
FLS8 5330 Speck 82.8125% TX _______
This showy buck is out of the top sale buck from the 2012 HLRS sale. He has a dense,
ringlet fleece with long staple. His mother is out of FLS4-4007.

Buck FLS9 5613
FLS9 5677 Speck 79.6875% TX _______
This is an upstanding showy buck with a uniform soft long stapled ringlet fleece. He has
an open eye channel. We are keeping his twin sister this year. His mother is out of
FLS7-4897 and has produced a stud buck for us.

71 FLS5 7522 Buck FLS7 4846
FLS6 4491 Speck
100% TX ________
This 100% Texas buck has an open face. He carries a fine ringlet fleece with 1+ grease.
His mother is out of FLS2-3136.

79 FLS5 7717 Buck FLS1 6366
FLS7 4852 Speck 84.375% TX _______
This bigger upstanding buck has open eye channel with a thick spring of ribs and a dense
soft fleece. His mother is out of FLS9-2224.
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80 FLS5 7578

Buck FLS2 6634
FLS1 6412 Speck 87.5% TX ________
This smaller buck is showy with his dense pencil ringlet kid fleece. His mother is out of
FLS9-5395. We kept his twin sister.

88 FLS5 7680

Buck FLS0 5890
FLS2 6740 Speck 82.8125% TX _______
This buck has thick spring of ribs and a long body. He has a soft dense fleece. His mother
is out of FLS9-5456. She has a ringlet superkid fleece.

81 FLS5 7799 Buck FLS0 5814
FLS1 6322 Speck 89.0625% TX _______
This big long bodied buck has an open eye channel. He has a dense long stapled fleece
that will shear lots of hair. We are keeping his twin brother this year for a stud buck. His
mother is out of FLS9-5139.

89 FLS5 7542 Buck HLRS 0-058 FLS9 5432 Speck
50% TX _________
This big long bodied buck has an open eye channel. He carries a dense long stapled
fleece with 1+ grease and will shear lots of hair. His mother is out of FLS0-2350.
90 FLS5 7640

82 HLRS 5-274 Buck HLRS 0-058 HLRS 0-051 HLRS
100% SA ________
This buck has a thick spring of ribs and an open eye channel. He has a very dense soft
ringlet fleece.
83 FLS5 7597

Buck FLS2 6634
FLS9 5457 Speck 90.625% TX _______
This upstanding buck has 1+ grease and has a dense uniform fleece. His brother is Lot
#53.

Buck FLS2 6823
FLS8 5296 Speck 84.375% TX _______
This buck has a ringlet soft kid fleece. He has an open eye channel. His mother is out of a
Naumann doe.
91 FLS5 7602 Buck FLS9 5395
FLS2 6678 Speck 85.15625% TX ______
This open faced buck carries a long stapled, ringlet fleece. His mother is out of
FLS9-5374.
92 HLRS 5-306 Buck

84 FLS5 7589 Buck FLS7 4846
FLS6 4525 Speck 93.75% TX ________
This buck has an open face and a thick spring of ribs. He has a very long staple length
with 1+ grease. His mother is out of FLS3-3505 and has produced five keeper does for us.
His sister is Lot #25.
85 FLS5 7601 Buck FLS2 6823
FLS0 5780 Speck 81.25% TX ________
This showy medium sized buck has thick spring of ribs and a dense kid fleece. His mother
is out of FLS6-4503.
86 FLS5 7562

Buck FLS2 6823
FLS0 5805 Speck 85.9375% TX _______
This open faced buck has a thick spring of ribs and a dense soft kid fleece. His mother is
out of FLS7-4846.

HLRS 987
HLRS 0-075 HLRS
100% SA ________
This buck has an open eye channel and thick spring of ribs. He has a very dense soft kid
fleece.
93 FLS5 7569 Buck HLRS 9-002 FLS2 6529 Speck
50% TX _________
This buck is big with a thick spring of ribs. He has a soft uniform long stapled fleece. We
like his level rump. His mother has a ringlet kid fleece.
94 FLS5 7536

Buck HLRS 0-058 FLS5 4254 Speck 43.75% TX ________
This buck has an open eye channel and a uniform soft ringlet fleece. His mother is a stud
doe who has produced two keeper stud bucks and two keeper does for us. His brother is
Lot #96.
95 FLS5 7627

87 HLRS 5-319 Buck HLRS 987
HLRS 9-038 HLRS
100% SA ________
This buck has an open eye channel and a very thick spring of ribs. He carries a dense soft
long stapled fleece .
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Buck FLS8 5139
FLS8 5041 Speck 78.125% TX _______
This big buck has a open eye channel. He has a dense long stapled ringlet kid fleece. His
mother is out of FLS3-3505. She has produced three keeper does for us.
His brother is Lot #68.
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96 FLS5 7535

Buck HLRS 0-058 FLS5 4254 Speck 43.75% TX ________
This is a big long bodied buck with an open eye channel. He has a dense soft ringlet kid
fleece. His mother is a stud doe who has produced two keeper stud bucks and two keeper
does for us. His brother is Lot #94.

HLRS
Haby-LockHart-ross-speck

Fred L. Speck, Jr.
401 Junction Hwy.
Kerrville, TX 78028
www.speckangoras.com

97 HLRS 5-312 Buck

HLRS 9-870 HLRS Feb-87 HLRS
100% SA ________
This thick bodied buck has an open eye channel. He has a dense long stapled fleece that
will shear lots of hair.
98 FLS5 7529 Buck HLRS 0-058 FLS7 4765 Speck
50% TX _________
This is a big, long bodied stout buck with an open face and a thick spring of ribs. He has a
uniform dense fleece. His mother is out of FLS0-2350.
99 FLS5 7518

Buck HLRS 9-022 FLS2 6741 Speck 42.96875% TX ______
This buck has an open eye channel and a thick spring of ribs. He has a soft dense ringlet
kid fleece. His mother is a show doe out of FLS9-5374.
100 FLS5 7816

Buck HLRS 0-045 FLS7 4800 Speck
50% TX _________
This big open faced buck has a very thick spring of ribs and long body. He has a dense
long stapled fleece that will shear lots of hair. We are keeping his twin sister who was on
Shelby’s show string. His mother is out of FLS0-2350.
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